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Fats and oils are common constituents in a large number of foods. Heath concerns and reducing cost processing parameters are the main motivation to launch research on the development of alternative lipid systems. Oils and fats, however, can have their intrinsic characteristics affected by the extraction method chosen, an issue that received less attention. The objective of this research is to demonstrate the influence of different lipid extraction procedures on physical, chemical and nutritional attributes of cocoa butter. Samples of the same blend of cocoa liquor were submitted to mechanical extraction (ME), chemical (solvent) extraction (SE) and a combination of both methods, i.e. the residual fat in the mechanical extraction cake was submitted to solvent extraction (MS). The results were compared to commercial deodorized cocoa butter (DCB) characteristics. Chemical compositions in terms of fatty acid (GLC), triacylglycerol (GLC), minor glycerol esters (HPSEC) and tocopherols (HPLC) were obtained. Technological parameters like solid fat content (SFC) at different equilibration temperatures and isothermal crystallization kinetic at 15°C were monitored by NMR. Due to the deodorization process, the DCB presented lower values of free fatty acids and higher diacylglycerol content. All extracted samples of cocoa butter exhibited the same fatty acid, triacylglycerol and tocopherol composition. On the other hand, process and functional attributes found were different. At lower temperatures, the SFC curves overlapped. As the temperature rises (above 20°C) solid content decreased following the sequence SFCDCB>SFCME>SFCSE>SFCMS. Despite the similarity in chemical composition, during the isothermal crystallization, the ME presented the shortest induction time and the highest SFCmax. All the other samples started to crystallize at the same time. The DCB presented the lowest SFCmax. The SE sample scored higher SFCmax than the MS sample. These differences in the solidification behavior suggest that minor structurant components, not detected in the present investigation, may have been distinctively extracted from the vegetable matrix.

